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editor
Can someone be gay
and Christian? That's a ques-
tion The Arbiter focused on in
last week's cover story,which
has since generated a fury of
controversy around BSU's
campus: Many have showed
support for the articles
including listeners to the
Doug Raper program on
KBOI. Last Wednesday's
show centered around on The
Arbiter and its choice to high-
light the BSUforum at which
a formerly gay man spoke to
Christian students.
So far the opposition
has been verbally silent, but
we know dissent is out there.
On Friday some
staffers noticed a stack of
Arbiters had been thrown
away. Perhaps the cover was
too much for the feeble
minded person responsible
for tossing the issue to han-
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die. If that individual had any
intelligence, he/she would
address their concerns by
writing a letter to the editor or
speaking to me directly.This
person now faces a bit more
than mywritten assaults.It is a
crime to prohibit free speech
and therefore against the law
to in effect, steal copies of The
Arbiter.
We plan to protect free
speech to the end, even if that
means prosecuting the perpe-
trator.
Unfortunately, the inci-
dent stands as a grim reminder
of this society's inability to
cope and understand issues
that it finds uncomfortable.
And it's that ignorance that
spawns the same kind of
hatred that killed Matthew
Shepard.
Let's stop trying to hide
the issue of homosexuality
and start talking about the
concerns and questions that '
develop.
It's time for discussion,
not apathy.
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news
BSU professor seeks
city council seat while
ASBSU seeks voters.
cover
Under scrutiny: BSU
seeks reaccreditation.
Boise State art professor
displays works for
upcoming conference.
sports
Boise State rules,
Cal-Statedrools.
The .opuuons presented in advertise-
ments, editorials and cartoons within reflect the
views of those who created them and are not
necessarily the views of The Arbiter or its staff
Biter of the week goes to the
ever talented Stephanie Pittam
who gave up an exciting week-
end out in Boise to spend it
here at TheArbiter! She has
shown her tremendous design
talent in layout and ads. We
won't let her go so back offl!!
Thanks for helping layout the
paper this weekend Stephanie!
The Arbiter is the official student news-
paper of Boise State University. Its mission is
to provide a forum for ,the discussion of issues
impacting the community. The Arbiter's budget
consists of fees paid by students and advertis-
ing sales. The paper is distributed to the cam-
pus on Wednesdays during the school year. The
first copy is free. Additional copies cost $1
each, payable to TheArbiter offices.
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providers to bring down costs.
3. Grade averaging-Ana-
lyze the current policy and alter
it
Finance
Platform Issues:
1. The current grade
averaging policy- I would like
to dissolve the' present policy
and return to the "highest
grade wins" system.
2. Expansion of Greek
life- I would love a strong
Greek system on campus.
3. Tenure in Senate-
There is too much turnover
when none should exist.
4. Student-at-Large rep-
resentation on various commit-
tees- many aspects of campus
'life that are complained about
are truly open to student sug-
gestions.
5. Boise State'smarketing
image- develop a true "market-
ing image" for Boise State: to
incfea~e visibility and reputa-
tion.
a community.
3. I want to encourage all
students who attend Boise State
to make it their home and fun
place to become actively
involved. Boise State will stop
being a commuter school when
people take an active role in
their community, and I want to
help students find their place at
BSU.
4. Accelerating the
improvement of campus safety
is an area in which I would like
to welcome all suggestions
from all parties.
5. Increasing campus
awareness of the continuing
benefits of recycling is an item
best left to those who know the
most about it. Tomake the best
decisions on recyclingproblems
that reside at BSU I need the
populous to voice their opin-
ions of recyclingand what they
feel will make a positive differ-
ence.
ASBSU Senator-at-h
elections are to beb~,!
No~10-11 from 9a.m~:>
p.m~Polls will beloca'{
throughout campus. < '
Forums occur at 11:45
2 at the Bravo! stage"
Student Union Bull ".'.
Eight seats are availabl",
Here's a look at the 15·,~
vying for your vote. ' J
4. Campus food service-
Abolish the monopoly on cam-
pus. Offer a wider variety.
5. Diversity- Increase
diversity within student leader-
ship and campus wide.
Stephanie Hilpert
Year-Freshman
Major-Political Science
Platform Issues:
1. Create more parking.
There is .not enough dorm or
general parking.
2. There should be no
attendance policy. Students
should be in charge of own
attendance.
3. School wide recycling
would benefit organizations and
open up service projects.
4. More school involve-
ment would promote more
school spirit.
Missy Asher
Year- Senior
Major- Sociology with
Secondary Education
Platform Issues:
1. I want to be a pro-
active senator. If someone
wants something done, I will do
everything in my power to get it
done.
2. Campus safety- I feel
- more lights should be put in
near the middle of campus for
those who are on campus at
night.
3. Higher education- As
an education major, it is very
important tome that we do
everything possible for those in
higher education.
4. Recycling-We need to
do everything we can to save
the resources we have now.
of assistance centers on cam-
pus. Math, writing, counseling
and testing and the career cen-
ter are a few of the many self-
help resources on campus that
should be at the forefront of
our education.
4. Increase the visibility
of the university on a national
level by encouraging student
organizations and departments
to participate in regional and
national events.
5. Increase the number
of exchange programs Boise
State has following the conclu-
sion of the AVA program.
Learning from those foreign
students who attend our uni-
versitywill bring us all closer to
a global community.
Julie Marlett
Year- Freshman
Major- Political Science
Platform Issues: OliasMuchow
1. Increasing the quality Year- Freshman
of communication between all Major-Applied Technology
students to the faculty and Platform Issues:
members of ASBSU is a top 1. Student involvement in
priority of mine. It is when the activities- I feel our students do
lines of communication are not think school activities can
down that problems arise and apply to them.
accelerate. I want to open every 2. Financial aid issue- I
'line of communication that is feel the way things are being
available, so that I can be done now could be greatly
involved in solving situations improved.
that trouble students. It is when 3. Parking for dorms- I
problems are discussed that think there could be better
they can begin to be solved., options for parking in the dor-
2. I want to help increase rnitories.
the p~omotion of diversity, 4. Student recognition- I
through the acceptance, of think students need to be recog-
more minorities of different nized more in order to build
backgrounds notjustracial,but , self-esteem;'
religious,moraE~d:ic;lealistic,' , " ,,5. GencraLparking- Peo-
means, Promotion of diversity ,pleha~' been' having a hard
at Boise, SateaIS()l'laisari ,,'time findingpittking spots,
important role inhow we act as
Trevor Irish
Year-Freshman
Major-communication/
public affairs
Platform issues:
1. New recreational cen-
ter will benefit the alumni as
well as the current students.
2. Enhance the special
services offered to students.
3. Have 'the benefits be
equal for full and part time stu-
dents.
4. Have the benefits of
two dead days before finals.
5. Have a senator avail-
able for all" students, day and
night
Nick Leonardson
, Year- sriphomore
,~ajor- Management/
Cole Buck
Year-Junior
Major- Political Science
Platform Issues:
1. Campus safety-
Improve emergency tele-
phones, increase lighting on
grounds and institute frequent
day and night patrolling.
2. Health center-
Increase student awareness of,
the facilitieson campus and the
care it provides, Research other
options for health care
Boz Bell
Year- Senior
Major-Music
Platform Issues:
1. Child Care- There'
needs to be more availabilityof
child care on campus.
2. Financial Aid- A
clearer path to the end result,
the actual check, is most impor- ,
tantLess red tape is needed
3. Broaden the awareness
•'. .;~------')~)
EvyAnnNeff
Year- Sophomore
Major- Communica-
tion/English
Platform Issues:
1. Support a more effi-
dent financial aid system.
2. Promote student
involvement in campus politics.
3. Promote a pedestrian
friendly campus.
4. Eliminate inequality in
registration for classes by stop-
ping early registration for ath-
letes.
5. Eliminate grade aver-
aging for the retake of classes
by accepting highest grade.
Francisco Pedraza
Year- Junior
Major- Political Science
Platform Issues:
Francisco Pedraza had
not submitted a list of platform
issues to ASBSU as of press
time.
BUSINESS
IS EXPLODING
WEALTH THROUGH
THE INTERNET
EARN A FREE CAR
AND HOUSE
PAYMENT
1·887·999·0555Id: 2051
OR
www.NFLI~NET/2051
Ryan Robinson
Year-Freshman
.Major-Political Science
Platform issues
1. Reduce number of
parking ·permits sold on cam-
pus.
2. Provide more .bike
racks on campus.
3. Involve non-traditional
and off campus students in
activities.
4. Make the senate busi-
ness public information
5. Make student radio
more accessible.
6. Create an environment
more accepting of diversity.
Brad Saito
Year- Senior
Major- Biology
Platform Issues:
1. To initiate a computer
lab and Internet expansion into
the SUB.
2. To work closely with
,.: ,.. '
the recycling program arid to
make sure it is heading in the
right direction.
3. Continue to support
student events and promote
school pride and spirit.
4. Integrate a friendly cus-
tomer service policy for the
parking employees.
5. Maintain a continual
line of communication to all
students in order to have an
open forum to address any and
all issues of concern.
C. Dale Slack III
Year- Junior
Major- Political Science
Platform Issues:
1. Legalization of alcohol
sales in Morrison Center and
Pavilion.
2. Extension of deadline
for complete withdrawal from
classes.
3. Greater participation
by Boise Stat~ in state legislative
lobbying.
C~---r--c.
4. Push for sooner com-
pletion of campus construction
projects .
5. Lowering parking fees
and fines.
Leana Vitruk
Year- Sophomore
Major- International
Business
Platform Issues:
1. Parking: Focus on stu-
dent. concerns and priority for
accessibility to classes. Actively
look into other options to cre-
ate a less stressful environment.
2. Health Center: Edu-
cate students on policies (if rou
are not using the "insurance"
you can still use the health cen-
ter). Strive for students to be
involved in the governance.
3. School Pride: Educate
students on what is out there
and why we should be proud of
our university. Example:
Debate team fifth in nation.
4. Clubs/Organizations:
Educate on how the budget
works, how it is laid out and
how money is distributed.
Jared Tatro
Year- Freshman
Major- Political Science
Platform Issues:
1. Parking Parking spots,
especially near residence halls
for the residents.
2. Improvements
towards Boise State's campus:
Clean-up of trash, planting
trees.
3. Campus awareness of
activities, alcohol, smoking, ille-
gal drugs, etc.
4. More involvement
with the on-campus students,
activities between dorms.
5. Inform the students of
what ASBSU is doing, some-
thing besides fliers, possibly hall
meetings or verbal announce-
ments in the SUB.
ARE YOU SUFFERING FROM
A YEAST INFECTION?
Are you suffering from feminine
itching, burning, swelling, redness,
soreness, and/or discharge?
Are you at least 18years of age?
If you answered yes to these questions, call us.
We are conducting a research study comparing
an investigational medication to a currently
available medication for the treatment of yeast
infections. You may be eligible to take part.
Study medication and all study-related care will
be provided at no charge to qualified volunteers.
Financial compensation will also be provided.
For more information, please call:
(208) 345-6213
PC3 Clinical Coordinators ~~
Cl.. •....... c
Make the Call that Could Make a Difference©
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Ruch outlines three
seperate service formats.
Restricted service alI0\~S for.
only a confined beverage gar-
den; limited service expands the
area where drinks could go to
certain locations or levelsof the
facility; and full service allows
beverages throughout the Pavil-
ion. But saleswould not extend
past intermission and for those
events without a break, service
will terminate one hour before
the end of the performance.
Which format the Pavilion
chooses depends on demo-
graphics, event staffing ratios,
seating configuration and the
reguest of the artist or sponsor.
Vice President Jerry
Hess, along with Board Presi-
dent Harold Davis, voted
against the measure stating that
financial problems shouldn't
playa role. .
"I disagree with the
premise that business decisions
should drive the decision,"
stated Hess.
But Ruch calls the finan-
cial problems too extreme to
ignore. Expenses at the facility
exceeded revenue by $23,000
just last year and Ruch says the
trends don't appear to be
changing.
"We've gone from being
a profit center to a loss center.
We lost six big acts in' the last
two yearswhich translated into
$430,000 in lost revenue and
$230,000 in beer and wine
sales."
Promoters for the Pro-
fessionalBullRiders,Yanni,ZZ
Top, James Taylor, Tim
McGraw and Neil Diamond
declined to come to the Pavil-
ion last year because it doesn't
serve beer and wine.
Board member Jim Ham-
mond says it's those' concerns
that convinced him to vote yes
to Ruch's proposal.
"We're always told in ..
government to operate more
like a business and I think this
motion is a very sound business
decision."
To attract a greater num-
ber of patrons, Ruch also plans
to suggest a renovation of the
facilityto include four new ele-
.vators; six new restrooms, 11
c'-----CR
Pavilion taps into beer and wine sales
~1Il
ORIENTALEXPRESS
LUNCH II DINNER, DINE IN or CARRY OUT
Call or Fax in To Go Orders
, 4 Crab Popa ~ $ 2.75
¥ 6 p.ot Stickers. (After '2pm) . .. . .. 3.95
, Mandarin Hot Chicken .... 4.25
, Le.o. Chicken ~ . . . . . ..4.50
, 'eneral 'a .. 'a Chide. . 4.50
'Mon90Ila. Beef. . . . . . . .. 4.50
'Volca.o Shrl.p. . 5.25
¥ Happ, Fa.lI, .. '. . 4.25
We also serve Vegetarian dishes!
Telephone (208) 345-8868 110 North 11th Street
Fax (208) 345~8848 Boise, Idaho 83702 ier-I __ ~'oMII
suites on the mezzanine, a food
court, a restaurant in the Bal-
cony and new paint and graph-
.ics, In all, a $9 million project
over the next seven years,
But Ruch says the pro-
jected new revenues would
more than offset the cost of
the renovation.
With corporate sponsor-
ship, annual installments and
. sales revenue with beer and
alcohol sales,Ruch predicts the
center will bring in more than
$16 million.
Under the agreement
Ruch will have to present the
board a report next year show-
ing how the sales affected the
Pavilion'sbottom line.
Erica Hill
editor in chief
B eerand wine sales at thefinanciallytroubled Pavil-
. ion will likely begin in a few
months following the State
Board of Education's approval
of the controversial regue~t by
Boise State President Charles
Ruch. But don't look for· flow-
ing taps at BSU,NCAA or non-
ticketed events. The board
emphasized those restrictions
before agreeing to the plan last
week.
"1 don't come with great.
enthusiasm for this," Ruch
stated at the Oct. 21 meeting in
T,,;n Falls. "1 come with a
responsibility to you ~U1d to the
university that I have a problem
and I can't come up with
another short term solution for
it."
Boise State ofticials now
face the' task of finding a ven-
dor and nailing down specific
guidelines for the sales. Ruch
has alreadydeveloped some cri-
teria which include a training
plan, service protocol and
crowd management services.
_-jr------.;......,J) c"'------c.....;,.
BSUprofessor runs for city council
S eclat to The Arbiter
Jon Mason, BSU professor,routinely marks up studentpapers, but on Election Day
he hopes Boise citizens mark
the box next to his name.
Mason, chair of Construction
Management at Boise State,
hopes to win seat number five
of the Boise City Council on
Nov. 2.
As a professional engi-
neerand member of various
city task forces, Mason says he
understands the difficult issues
of expansion facing the com-
munity. "I see both sides of the
growth issues in Boise," he
comments. "I think I can offer
solutions to these problems."
Mason became involved
with Boise Visions Transporta-
tion Study ten years ago and
has served as a member of the
City's Design Review Comrnit-
tee since 1993. This division of
the Planning and Zoning Com-
mission reviews proposed con-
struction plans to ensure
compliance of the city code in
order to protect propertyrights
and values.
Mason explains that
since he has previously been
involved with many Boise
issues, officials and citizens
encouraged him to run for city
council. However, he didn't
seriously consider it until Anne
Hausrath asked him to try for
her seat. "She felt that I could
carry on successfully in her
place," says Mason.
If elected, the professor
claims he will continue all his
duties at BSU. He would just
exchange the time spent volun~
teering hours on the city coun-
cil. This way he could help
citizens affect the local govern-
ment, says Mason.
The Boise City Council
includes six members who
each serve four-year terms.
Half these members are elected
every two years, by a majority
vote from the public. Some
council functions include the
review and passage of ordi-
nances and resolutions recog-
nized by the general public. In
addition, they oversee the
annual budget, set tax rates and
approve the contracts and
fmancing of all city operations.
Mason has been in the
Construction Management
Department at BSU since
1983, and Program Chair since
1997. He and his wife of 38
years have two children and
two grandchildren. Mason runs
against David Honey, Grant
Jones and Gordon Trounson
for seat number five.
'Beginning Jan. 1, 2000,
each member of the Boise City
Council will earn an annual
salary of $16,885, which marks
a four percent increase from the
previous year.
n::Jl ;' .....'~.'."".''.".rom'
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BSUprofessor and city council candidate Jon Mason assures his
students he'll continue teaching if he wins the ticket.
Student nurses association involved
in safe kids project
Justin Endow
news services
A.
s part of the respon.se to
the ever growing num-
ber of Children injured
in the home in preventable acci-
dents, Boise State University
nursing students plan to work
with .the Treasure Valley Safe
Kids Coalition and the Ronald
McDonald House Charities of
Idaho to bring Home Safety
Day to the Boise Towne Square
on Saturday, OCL 30 from 10
a.m. to 9 p.m.
Members of the Boise
State Student Nurses Associa-
tion will volunteer their serv-
ices at the safety day, an event
created to promote the Safe
Kids campaign. The event
offers children the opportunity
to wander through the first-
ever Wacky House of Hazards,
an interactive display designed
to challenge children to find
obvious home dangers and
identify ways to make the
house safer. The safety day also
features Twilight Trick-or-
Treating from 5-8 p.m.
Treasure Valley Safe
Kid,s. Coalition forms part of.
the National Safe Kids Cam-
paign, the first and only
national organization dedicated
solely to the prevention of
unintentional childhood' injury,
the number one killer of chil-
dren ages 14 and under. More
than 270 state and local Safe
Kids coalitions in all 50 states,
the District of Columbia and
Puerto Rico comprise the pro-
gram. Former U.S. Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop, MD.,
serves as chairman of the cam-
paignand Vice President AI
Gore andTipper Gore are hon-
orary chairs.
(...~-------CfM
BSU'sProgressive Student Alliance seeks
donations for struggling migrant workers
~ ~ .
. Sean Hayes
~\ news writer
This year while most stu-dents attend Halloween
parties, the Progressive Student
Alliance \\;11 canvass the North
End in costumes, seeking
canned food donations. They
plan to give these foods to the
Idaho. Migrant Council as part
of the PSNs drive to increase
awareness of the plight of His-
panic farm workers in Idaho.
. "We decided this year
that that's our campaign," says
Brad Schmitz, an officer in the
Progressive Student Alliance..
"There's such a large group of
migrant workers that come to
Idaho and they live here.
They're part of the COmInU-
nit)~"
These migrant workers
.face challenges finding fair
wages and face discrimination;
the PSAplans to highlight these
and other issues in an upcom-
ing documentary about the
migrant workers' situation in
Idaho. PSA, in conjunction
with the Broadcast Technology
club, produced and directed the
video.
"We're hoping to make it
professional enough to air on
Idaho Public Television some
time this year," Schmitz
explains. "And to use it as a uni-
t)ing learni-g tool for college
students throughout the state."
"Migrant work-
ers live on next
to nothing,
work in fields
and so often
their children
have to drop out
of school,"
Schmitz says,
"It's part of the
vicious cycle of
~poverty."
The PSA serves as an
umbrella group for diverse
organizations on campus com-
mitted to progressive causes.
Shmitz says .the members of
.psA come from different cul-
tures, races and age ranges.
Part of the reason PSAbecame
so active this year, according to
Schmitz, is the devotion of
those involved. "\'<!hen you're
doing something fun," he says,
"everybody wants to jump on
board."
A meeting of the film
committee held on Oct. 20
addressed technical issues with
the shoot, which they hope to
finish by the end of the year.
Most of the hard footage of
workers in the fieldshas already
be'en captured. The dub ~plans
to hold a forum in early
November on campus where
migrant workers and their fam-
ilieswill discuss conditions and
issues affecting their lives.
"The purpose of this ~
documentary is to show that
farm workers are not economic
tools, They're human beings
just like us," says Benjamin
Kline, who facilitated the Oct.
20 meeting, 'This is part of a
campaign the. PSA is doing to
e~ct minimum wage for farm
workers."
Themes discussed at the
meeting for the film project
included fairness in wages and
housing, injustice and white
privilege as well as schooling
issues. The high incidence of
school drop-out and legal
dilemmas for migrant 'Yorkers
trouble the PSA. Battles over
minimum wage legislation last
year in the Idaho Legislature are
sure to return again this session,
making the issue timely and
important to PSA.
"Migrant workers live on
next to nothing, work in fields
and so often their children have
to drop out of school,' Schmitz
says. "It's part of the vicious
cycle of poverty."
In addition to the Hal-
loween food drive and the doc-
umentary, the Social Work
Club, which Schmitz chairs,
plans a Can for Kids fund-raiser
on Dec. 1-2. The fund-raiser,
which has gone on for the last
two years,involves placing a toi-
let on the quad while local
celebrities sit on it for forty-
eight consecutive hours. The
proceeds fr~m the event will
also go to the ..Idaho Migrant
Cow1cil.
The PSA tentatively
plans to wrap up shooting for
their documentary in mid-
December. Once the film is
complete, they will host an
unveiling for students and pub-
lic discussion forum. There is
still time for activists to lend
their know-how to the project,
coordinators say.The PSA film
committee expects to meet
today the Oct. 27 in the SUB,
with a general meeting focusing
on farm worker minimumwage
held Oct. 28 at 7 p.m.
On Oct. 31, Trick or
Eaters willmeet at the house of
Martin Stephan at 4 p.m. for a
pot luck meal, before heading
out to the event. Inquire about
PSA projects through Brad
Schmitz at 345-5631 or their
email address at Salliance@hot-~
mail.com. Email Martin
Stephan at
martinstephan@hotmail.com
for directions.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Over 1.000 Ros« (iraduatrs are
practicing medicine in the Vniled States:
• Ross students have over a 90%pass raleon
their firsl aUempt at USMLE,
• Clinical Clerkship Affiliations with over 40 U.S.
Teaching Hospitals,
+ Approved by NewYorl<, New Jersey & California.
~
bIaIIl.~
SCHOOL or VETERINARY MEOICINE
;~TradilionaJ U.S. Veterinary ScI1oo1ttltriculum
~Staffed primarilyby DVM or ph.D Faculty
,tLowStudent 10Faculty ratio .~
j~cinira'AfflIiatkmwith U.S.Velelinaiy sCoooIs
'-II:
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Steele.
Growth in the Treasure
Valley· now overwhelms the
interchange. Daily traffic of
approximately 100,000 vehicles
led to congestion and irritated
drivers.
As a result, the intersec-
tion is being rebuilt in two
stages. The first includes widen-
.ing the Connector to three lanes
and add ramps.
It also includes building a
new flyover bridge for drivers .
coming off the westbound
c'------.--c.
Connector to eastbound 1-84.
For example, someone going
from the Boise Towne Square
to Mountain Home will take
this bridge.
Stage one should con-
clude by the end of 2000. Stage
two, which adds. more ramps
and lanes at the Wye Inter-
change, continues until the end
of 2002.
Drivers \\;11 see several
improvements once the recon-
struction reaches completion,
including greater distances for
drivers to merge and an elimi-
nation of all left-hand exits and
dangerous traffic weaves.
As an example of a traf-
fic weave, drivers enter the
Connector from the Boise
Towne Square and have a short
distance to change lanes if they
want to exit to get on 1-84.
~
THURSDAY' NOVEMBER 4
'. .• . 7:00 p.m ...Mira. de Service
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 5 '
10:00 a.m. Anointing Service and 7:00 p.m. Miracle Service
\\dtll1 B('llIl\ l l i n n (Ill h.'\,1'\ ( II q - h: ;() dill I ).Jil\
1\ \11\ /'11/1/1/111/11 .u;
When will the recon-. struction of the Wye
Interchange be completed?
The Wye Interchange is
the intersection of Interstate
184 (the Connector) and Inter-
state 84 near Boise Towne
Square. The original Wye Inter-
change was completed in 1969
and designed to accommodate
33,000 vehicles per day.
Experience the
presence of
the Holy Spirit.
Come expecting
to receive
your Miracle!
Doors open two hours before service. No admission charge.
"The Pavilion" at Boise State University
1910·University Drive· .
To register your bus or group, or for transportation
information, please call (407)293-7449 ext. 1524
For. reserved seating call; (407)292-4200
. The new Wye Inter-
change should handle 120,000
vehicles per day, a usage level
the Idaho Transportation
Department doesn't believe will
be realized until 2020. ~.~~~,A1~ili'
..de~tUnionBui1~nl¥litto
·.·1?10-&rUversityR&,:136~~ID
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National conference at BSUcredits
Boise as upcoming metropolitan site
news writer
More than 130 individu-als from across the
country visited Boise Oct. 17-
19 for the sixth annual Coali-
rion of Urban and
Mcrropoliran Universities con-
ference. Boise State, a member
of the coalition, acted as first-
time host at the Double Tree
Riverside hotel.
Participants carne from
45 different colk'ge campuses
and included I I university pres-
idents. Conference Director
Heather Kimmel says, "It was
really nice to have people attend
I
NEED EXTRA
MONEY?
EARN $18,000
PARTnMEI
Sun: you could usc the extra
l11onl)'-who couldn't? The
Arm)' Reserve can help vou
cam more than S 18,000 dur-
ing a standard eniistmelll,
part time, plus some great .
benefits. with opportunities to
(JualiJY.for even more mOllc)'
to C~lItlllue your education.
You II also be gelling valuable
h~nds-on skill tl"dining that
WIll last you a lifetime.
Good extra money. Lots of
opportunities. A place to
make new friends. Give the
Army Reserve your serious
consideration. .
. Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:
(208) 375·7009 Boise
(t08) 467-4441 Nampa
11.w. 1011 CAN....
AIMYRaERVE
from around the nation; most
had never been to Boise."
The Coalition of Urban
and Metropolitan Universities
was established to encourage
communication among univer-
sities located in metropolitan
areas. More than 55 colleges
and universities belong to the
group, which link higher edu-
cation with the local commu-
nity.
This year's conference
theme, "Leading Higher Edu-
cation into the New Millen-
nium," invoked workshop
topics such as partnerships
between universities and cities,
AN ALTERNAllVE IMPORT sroRE
804 WESl'FOIn'Sl'REET
COOP SHOPPING CENTER
(lOS) JJ1-1111
OPEN M'SAT: lG-6PM' SUN: 11·5PM
~~- F,*,,~PlNt,,1
nontraditional student needs
and diversity outreach pro-
grams.
Peg Blake, BSU vice pres-
ident of student affairs, felt a
highlight of the event was a
presentation invoh'ing Boise
Mayor Brent Coles and the
mayor of Reno. Boise State
. president Charles Ruch joined
the president of the University
of Arkansas at Little Rock to
discuss city-university relations
with the mayors,
"Overall, the conference
was well attended and we heard
nothing but good comments
about it and the city of Boise,'
comments Kimmel, She adds
that people also felt shocked,
that Boise o fft:rs so much
recreation. Many took advan-
tage of the greenbelt and
rented cars to explore along
Highway 55.
Boise is not known as a
large metropolitan area com-
pared to previous host cities
such as Orlando and San Anro-
rna, Kimmel explains. Conse-
quently, conference organizers
used more public relations
techniques to promote the
event.
ment, presented the results of 'I
study at one conference Sl'S-
sion. He recently, conducll'd
research on diversity issues at
metropolitan campuses across
tile nation. Along with Lan-
drum, Elizabeth A. Vandernoor
and Ronna J. Dillingl;:r dis-
cussed these diversity issues.
The many hours of plan
ning and preparation paid lift
for director Kimmel. She was
,pleased with the overall results
and commented with relief,
"WI;: had a great time!"
R. Eric Landrum, chair
of tile BSU psychology depart-
- Hair Models for Hair Shows, TV&Jlrochufes,'".. ".'""
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·.,'··~.:39'~m;~7':00pm
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Broncos smother the Wolf Pack
.~)r---_..J)
BSUdid plenty of shoot-
ing-scoring 52 points in the
first three quarters.
sports writer
~~Wejust came
out here today
knowing'our
backs are against
the wall and we
had to win the
rest of our gaines
ifwe even had a
chance to go to
the Humanitar-
ian Bowl."
The Broncos rebounded
from a 17-10 loss to North
Texas two weekends ago,
improving to 5-3 on the season
and a 1-1 record in the BigWest
Conference.
Every conference game
represents a must win, but with
one loss in conference play
Boise State was in a must win .
position and they rose to the
occasion. No Big West team
has ever taken the champi-
onship with more than one in-
conference loss,
"\X'e just came out here
today knowing our backs are
against the wall and we had to
win the rest of our games if we
even had a chance to go to the
Humanitarian Bowl, and it just
seemed like that fired us up a
lot," comments quarterback
Bart Hendricks.
Ouarterback Bart Hendricks scampers for a few of his 62 rush-
ing yards against the Wolf Pack. .
c''-----.,c-__
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Louisiana)--ASuWm~·Idah()travels' ~ ..1'i~'¥exi~·'
S~te which comesoffa~ugltJosst0Am1y.11leV~dals"
will improve. to 4-0 inco~f~nceplay. Nevada hosts 'a
North Texas teamthat g.ive~SU ,all sorts of problerIlS,but
the Pack will not have those' same diffiCultiesand, will
stomp theMean Greell. '..•. •. "
The imPOrtantgatne-~oise StateatlJti,iliState--
will prove another high sCoringeffort by the Broncos, as
Boise Statewillwin 34-13..
• I "
Senior tailback Gavin
Reed blew the socks off
Nevada by blocking the Wolf
Pack's first 'two punts and
returning the first block 15
(
yards for BSU's first score of
the afternoon. He also returned
rwo punts for a combined 41
yards and ran back three kick-
offs totaling 86 yards, including
one for a team season high 59
yards.
"Gavin (Reed) played an
awesome game," eulogizes
defensive tackle Tony Altieri.
"That's probably one of the
best performances by a single
player I've ever seen."
"Our seecial teams have
been outstanding all year, we're
really rising up the charts," cri-
tiques Koetter.
With the victory, BSU
improves to 5-0 in Bronco Sta-
dium this year, but still remains
winless on the road. The Bron-
cos travel this weekend to Utah
Statewhich is coming off a loss -
to Idaho.
The Aggies rank 2-5 on
the season and 1-1 in the con-
ference.,
_b-- -----.J)
The series between the
Broncos and USU is even at
four wins apiece. Last year,
BSUbeat Utah 'State 30-16 in
then traveled to North Texas
where the Broncos struggled
and failed to manufacrure an
offense or a defense capable of
stopping the run.
''We have to take each
game one week at a time," says
The Arbiter
is looking for
photgra-
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Jim.L\11enfor.
photgrap~y .
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Get An Attitude!
(too... ------CfII
.senior linebacker Bryan John-
son. ''We have to take this
momentum and take it on the
road. We haven't won on the
road yet, and that is what we
have to do this week."
.....' ':;:i'~:·~~.~'/.";\:{.:";J.';;'>.:: 0
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blocked two 'pun~:S~furday';~ffi:'rrt6hn;tetUriung one for a .'
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•Become A Private Investigator!.
Let Guardian Investigations, Security & Surveillance assist you in achieving your dreams! This is the career
for youl You do NOT need a law enforcement or a criminal justice background. We provide over 10 yearsof
worldwide investigative experience covering every field induding: civil, crime, drugs, fraUd, security, protec-
t/ve services, anti·terrorism, counter-intelligence and counter-espionage. Guardian provides everything you
need to become a private investigator! Let Guardian show you how to be your own boss and join the
exciting field of private investigations. You will learn:.
• Asset Investigations
• Background Investigations
• Crime Scene Processing
• Divorce Investigations
• Drug Investigations
• Fraud
• Insuracne Investigations
• Interviewing Skills and Procedures
• Jury Panel Investigations
• Loss prevention
• Matrimonial/Pre-marital
• Missing Persons
• Pre-Employment Screening
• Process Service
• Protective ServicelBodyguards
• Skip Tracing
• Surveillance
• Threat Assessments
• Trail Preparations
• Undercover Operations
• Vulnerability Surveys
• Weapons
Gavin Reed leads the Bronco special
team effort with two blocked punts'
Located at AmeriTel Inn
7499'W. Overland 1-84
November.188:00 am- 5:00pm
Send check or money order to: •
Guardian tnvestlgatlons
1219 Owyhee Ave
. Nampa, 10 83651
. Registration before Nov 15th $300
After Nov 15 or at the door $325
Indude yOU( name, phone, and number of attendees.
·....,j--_-J) c'-----c-.
Bronco soccer garners another home win
sports writer
Baise State's soccer teamcaptured another home
win on Friday in electrifying
fashion against Cal State-Fuller-
ton. The Titans managed to
take, a two goal lead early in the
second half, but the Broncos
rallied to score three unan-
Vl
swered goals and win in front of Qj~
a spirited crowd. ~
"They didn't quit. They
didn't give up in the second
half," says coach Julie Orlowski,
"I t shows a lot of character on
our team's part."
BSU trailed 1-0 at the half
after Cal State-Fullerton's Tennli
Ulicny performed a Hip throw-
ing the ball in bounds. The
throw-in sailed across the front
of the goal where it was
deflected in by forward Kim
Gallo. Entering the second half,
the Broncos turned up their
intensity,' resulting in several
good scoring oppurtunities.
"We didn't think we
deserved to be down 1-0. Itwas
kind of a dumb goal," sopho-
more forward Dayle McNabb
explains. "So we wanted to
come out and play hard."
Cal State-Fullerton
quickly stretched the lead from
one to two points shortly after
The Broncos erased a two-point deficit enroute to a 3-2 victory over Cal-State Fullerton
last Friday in Boise.
the second half began. Then
the Broncos, spurred by McN-
abb, started to take over.
"Their second goal just
made us mad, so we came out
hard and tried to score," adds
McNabb.
Their efforts proved suc-
cessful as McNabb stole the
ball deep in the offensive end
of the field and scored past a
diving Titan goalkeeper. Later,
(Home games in bold)
Thur. Oct. 28 at 7
p.m., BSU Volleyball V8.
Idaho in the Pavilion. .
Fri. Oct 29 at 12 p.m.,
BSU Soccer at Florida Inter-
national in Miami, Fla.
Sat. Oct. 30 at 1:05
p.m., BSU Football at Utah
freshman Brittany Zoellner
fired a shot that deflected off
the cross bar and McNabb redi-
rected the ball into the net to tie
the game.
The buzzing crowd
erupted in celebration when
sophomore mid fielder Jamie
Nicholsen kicked in the game
winner, after Cal State-Fuller-
ton goalkeeper Blythe Curran
~ishandled the ball while
attempting to catch it
"I think the turn around
really happened about fifteen
minutes into the first half," says
Orlowski. "\,<Ie adjusted to their
.style of play...other than the
first' twelve minutes of the
game, it was only a matter of
time before we came back and
put it in."
McNabb, with seven
goals and two assists on the
year, is now the Broncos' lead-
ing scorer following the dis-
missal of Ginger Sellick on
Oct 19. Sellick received dis-
missal for violating unspecified
team rules. For the first time in
BSU soccer history, the Bron-
cos have come back from a
two goal deficit to win the
game.
The Broncos have com-
pleted their Big West schedule
and now head' to the Sunshine
State where they will face
Orlo~ki's alma mater Florida
International and Miami.
., > "''''<f~
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(Association exams Boise State education
If you transferred toanother college, would your
Boise State credits transfer with
you? Will graduate colleges
accept students with Boise
State degrees? Do Boise State
students qualify for federal aid?
In most cases, the answer
to these questions remains
"yes." However, In the
extremely unlikely case that
Boise State fails to recieve
accreditation by the Northwest
Association of Schools and
Colleges Commission on Col-
leges after their three-day evalu-
ation which concludes
will the university pass inspection?
today, the answer to all of these
questions would change to
uno."
Every ten years the
Northwest Association of
Schools and Colleges scruti-
nizesschools in Washington,
Oregon, Alaska, Idaho, Mon-
tana, Nevada and Utah. Boise
State received its last accredita-
tion in 1994.
Five years after each col-
lege earns accreditation, it
sends an interim self-study
report to the Northwest Asso-
ciation of Schools and Col-
le~es. This addresses any
problems found at the univer-
sit)' and actions taken to rectify
them.
Boise State prepared that
report but due to some signifi-
cant academic changes at the
university, the Northwest Asso-
elation of Schools and Colleges
decided to conduct the full
process this year.
The move to the doctoral
level at Boise State prompted
the review. The evaluators
examine whether Boise State is
truly a doctoral level school and
whether it makes sense for
Boise State to rank as a doctoral
level 'school.
Peers of Boise State's fac-
ulty who donate their time
complete the evaluation. These
include the chair of the evalua-
tion committee, Dr. Michael P.
Malone, president of Montana
State University - Bozeman. Dr.
Robert L. Ackerman, the Vice
President of' Student Services
at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, evaluated' Boise
State's student services and
Deborah A. Carver, the associ-
ate university librarian at the
University of Oregon, led
investigations of Albertson's
Library.
as UNLV and the University of
Washington. Because Boise
State now offers doctoral
degrees, faculty members from
some of the Northwest's big-
. ger schools help examine the
university.
Students attend-
Inga non-
accredited
institution can't
get any federal
aid money, their
credits would
not transfer to
another college
and 'students
could not sit for
professional
examinations.
of 1997. Their work includes a .
284-page "Institutional Self
Study" which provides the
foundation of the evaluation
committee's research at Boise
State.
The self study addresses
each of the areas the commit-
tee evaluates at Boise State:
* Institutional mission
and goals, planning and effec-
tiveness.
* Educational program-
ming and its effectiveness,
including an evaluation of each
of Boise State's colleges.
* Students, including how
Boise State markets itself to
students, student services avail-:
able and Boise State's recruit-
ment efforts.
* Faculty, including how
Boise State's faculty members
receive evaluations and if the
school employs enough quali-
fied faculty members.
* Library and informa-
tion resources.
* Governance and
administration, including affIr-
mative action, collective bar-
gaining and the administration's
structure.
. * Finance, including if
Boise State is fiscally solvent
and how the
Marking a turning
point for Boise State,
many members of
the evaluation
committee came
from larger uni-
versities such
"We're now pla}~ng in a
new league and we're being
evaluated by a new league:'
Nancy Otterness, the co-chair
of .Boise State's' Northwest
Accreditation Review Steering
Committee, says.
Otterness and Jan Wid-
mayer, both Boise State faculty
members, conducted the self-
study beginning in the spring
Buster Bronco undergoes inspection as Boise State
opens its doors to the Northwest Association of
Schools and Colleges" COmmission on Colleges. That
groups assesment, of BSUWill' determine whether the
unive~ty is reaccredited.
·~),..---~)
college plans to get money.
* Physical resources,
including if Boise State holds
enough facilities to accomplish
its goals.
* Institutional integrity.
"The role of the evalua-
tors is to validate what we have
said in the [institutional self-
study]," Otterness says.
The evaluators also paid
close attention to some of the
concerns that Otterness and
Widmayer found at Boise State
in the self-study. Some of the
concerns they reponed:
* Faculty salaries
* Adjunct faculty use,
although the study reports
Boise State's position as good
, overall.
* Adjusting to the chal-
lenges and opportunities of a
distributed campus, electroni-
cally and geographically.
"Retaining a sense. of commu-
nity while moving away from a
single physical campus may be
the largest challenge," the study
says.
* Remembering Boise
State's base, its public service
:U1d community college func-
tions that distinguish Boise
State, during an "exhilarating
period of growth in enrollment
and programs."
* Boise State must care-
fully monitor its success at find-
ing alternative sources of
funding. According to the
study, "We must maintain aca-
demic autonomy, avoiding the
passive tendency to let 'He who
pays the piper call the tune' in
research and academic pro-
grams."
In addition to these con-
cerns, the committee, examined
the issues raised during Boise
State's evaluation in t 994 and
looked for progress made in
rectifying them.
Some problems and
progress made toward fixing
them include:
* Over-reliance on
adjunct faculty. Boise State's
percentage of adjunct faculty
members decreased since t 993
and ranks far below the
national average.
* Addition of library staff
and resources to support grad-
uate education. Library staffing
increased by 6.5 full-time
employees since 1994 and the
library's materials budget also
increased.
* Correcting inequities in
teaching facilities. Since the rec-
ommendation. BSU added
three major new facilities, hired
a director and developed a mas-
ter plan.
* Seeking funds to
improve salaries. Boise State's
position at the bottom 20 per-
cent of salaries at comprehen-
sive universities remains a
serious concern. State employ- OJ
.:':
ees received only small salary c\:!
increases during the last five
years.
The evaluation commit-
tee came into town on Sunday
forthree long days of work to
determine the state of Boise
State. Each evaluator was given
a campus host, who arranged a
schedule with people the host
thought the evaluator should
see and who the evaluator
wanted to meet.
Every evening, the com-
mittee met to discuss its find-
ings and by today has a
prepared a draft of those find-
ings. The draft will be presented
to President Charles Ruch
before the recommendations
and accommodations are. pre-
sented to the entire university at
approximately t I a.m. today in
the Hatch Ballroom of the Stu-
dent Union Building.
The full report should be
shown formally at a meeting of
the Northwest Association of
Schools and Colleges, Commis-
sionon Colleges, which is
located in Bellevue, Wash.
(........ ------'-~C_,_~~
BSUPresident Charles Ruch takes a deep breath now that
accreditation officials have concluded their mvesngattonlnto the
education offered at Boise State.
I f Boise State fails
accreditation, the university will
suffer probation for one to two
years to make the changes rec-
ommended by the commission,
although officials believe this is
extremely unlikely to happen at
Boise State.
"I f you don't [make the
changes necessary], you could
seriously lose your accredita-
tion. I would seriously doubt
Boise State would come close
to that," Robin Dodson, the
chief Academic officer of the
Idaho Board of Education says.
Widmayer agrees. "It's a
highly unlikely thing but it's
enough of a threat that accred-
itation is taken seriously," she
says.
tom lineis are you doing what
you're saying you're doing in
teaching and serving students,"
he says.
And, .if Boise State
weren't reaccredited, the out-
look for students would be dim.
Students' attending a non-
accredited institution can't get
any federal aid money, their
credits~Olild not transfer to
another college and .students
could not sit for professional
examinations.
Although some schools
do come under probation, it
remains uncommon.
"Public. institutions are
generally more secure than pri-
vates [institutions]," Dodson
says. Private or technical insti-
tutions most frequently receive
probation.
. "It is not something
taken lighdy. Both. the institu-
tion and commission take
these very seriously. The bot-
\. "
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Painting Portraits: Heritage on Canvas
Brittney Raybould
a6e editor
Professor Alma Gomezuses background steeped
in tradition and contemporary.
influences to guide her brush
strokes across the canvas.
Gomez's art explores her
multi-cultural background.
Using influences ranging from
contemporary American to
Spanish Catholicism, she com-
bines the many faceted aspects
of growing up in a Mexican
family but coming of age in
contemporary America. As a
child, she watched her father
draw and create his own art-
work. Professor Gomez found
herself follow-ingin his foot-
steps when she started to sketch
and began her painting career in
high school.
She uses vivid colors and
numerous canvases to explore
feelings of living in two differ-
ent worlds. "I'm one individual
influenced by many things," she
says. Her artwork provides a
way for her to mix together all
the different..elements of her
varied background, Gomez
uses objects from contempo-
rary America, indigenous
Indian culture, Catholicism, and
lastly,Spanish culture as inspira-
tions for her art.
She enjoys portraits. The
Ji1lCl7t,:r1l/O Religioso: Coatliqt«,
Guadalupe), Allgela. is a vibrant
portrait of her daughter painted
on four different canvases. TIle
use of four canvases symbolizes
all the di fferent influences at
work in Professor Gomez's art.
The head figure, Professor
Gomez's daughter Angela, repe
resents her contemporary
American background.
The shoulders stand for
thc Aztec goddess Coatlique,
which adds a facet from Indian
culture. The dress symbolizes
the important Spanish/Mexi-
can saint La Virgen de
Guadalupe, a combination of
the Spanish and Catholic influ-
ences. This work represents
each aspect of Gomez's back-
ground and presents her desire
for "fusion and' synthesis"
among all of the different
facets in her life.
Gomez, a faculty mem-
ber of the BSU Art Depart-
ment, will present a slide show
as part of the lecture series "Un
Retratro de Idaho" or "A Por-
trait of Idaho". Her presenta-
tion takes place Friday,Oct. 29
from 7 p.m.-9 p.m. in the Spe-
cial Events Center. Anyone
may attend her lecture for free.
An Oregon gallery currently
displaysher work.
Sincritismo ReligJoso:'Coatlique,
Guadalupe yAngela combines four different
worlds that make up Professor Gomez's'
multt-facted heritage.
Queensryche seeks to raise ghosts of past glory
EJusttn Endow ?;j
\: . a6e writer
Even now, 16 years sincethey broke into the rock
music scene, Queensryche bat-
tles a fickle'industry and con-
sumer-base that continues to
group them with the flash-in-
pan hair metal bands of the
'80's. Unlike many of those
long-since dissipated groups,
Michael WIlton, Scott Rocken-
field, Geoff Tate, Eddie Jack-
son and newcomer Kelly Gray .
continue to maintain a loyal fol-
lowing.
Queensryche's glam-era
contemporaries didn't survive
that decade, but this band kept
the ball consistently rollingwith
thought-provoking lyrics, skill-
ful musicianship and Tate's
haunting vocals. \Vhile many
groups Wrotemusic that fit the
times, whether angry, drunk or
stoned, the Ryche focused on
society's problems: alcoholism,
child-abuse, mental insanity,
loneliness'and violence.
As the '90's began,
Queensryche finally hit a
crescendo: their fifth album,
Empire. This release, which
included the hits. "Jet City
Woman," '%lother Rainy
.Night Without You" and the
powerfully-orchestrated ballad
..<,:;Sil~ntLucidity,"reachedtliple
,·c~.:.;_~i.-~~:-:::- -;. ",," "':':'2
platinum status, catapulting the
Seattle rockers into the spot-
light.
However, Queensryche
soon had to deal with forces
beyond the waning public
interest in straight-in-your-face
.guitar rock. The band fell into
relative obscurity with the
ascendancy of their home-
town's grunge/alternative rock
movement. By. the time they
released Promised Land in 1994, .
Nirvana, Pearl Jam and
Soundgarden had experienced
exponential growth and super-
stardom, leaving Queensryche
little press time and minute
success compared with their
previous efforts.
But just as so many
musicalmovements, the Seattle
scene fizzled out, and while
those bands died with it
(excluding the most dynamic of
them, Pearl Jam), Queensryche
continue to record at a major
studio and has yet to throw in
the proverbial towel by assem-
bling a "best of" disc.
So here in 1999,debuting
with a new label and a new gui-
tarist, Queensryche has sur-
vived two major shifts in the
musicallandscape. Tonight they
will begin a fresh run for the
top with the first stop on their
Q2K tour, a concert they'll per-
form at the Bank of Amerid
Centre.
Tickets cost $26.50 and
can be purchased at all Select-
A-Seat outlets or by phone at
426-1766.
Jessica Holmes
a6ewriter
it would spin on its tip like a
child's toy top. From the
base-the shape of a conic tri-
angle-sticks out a long red
plastic screw, surrounded by
mint green jagged metal.
Kaigler's objects feature an
ambiguous tinge. They look
hard, industrial, intimidating,
but with the seductive lure of
play.
Francis Fox relates that
his work represents "a relation-
ship with the organic and the
manmade." Wood and metal
often intertwine. "Untitled
Cedar 1" wraps steel bands
around disjointed pieces of
smooth cedar. The natural red
iii the center of the wood
brings out what Fox calls the
"inner heart." "Bound" com-
presses a whittled wood trunk
with a metal clamp. The tree's
crevices are painted a bright
red. He says, "I wanted to
show the internal meat."
Mytoy is. one of Kaigler's pieces cur-
rently on display in the Hemmingway Center.
"Cocoon" overlays steel
bands around a small piece of'
dri frwood, like a shell encasing
a nymph.
Fox explains,. "I am
investigating the process of
nature and the way people
work. The steel is me epitome
of a manmade thing. The
wood is organic. When you
bring together a rational
process and combine it with a
basic natural element you have
infinite complexity. In my
mind-that is me way things
happen. That is why life is so
unpredictable."
pieces is long. The area around
them dark and the light offset."
Studio Two offers an
unusual art forum, The room,
an A-frame church complete
with gold organ on me front
wall, was the "original Morrison
Center," intended as an exhibi-
tion ground for the music
department. Young appreciates
me texture of me space, diverg-
ing from the "typical white-
washed studio walls."
Directions in Contemporal)'
JCIIlptllre presents me inauguraJ
exhibit for Studio Two. The
show runs untilNov 5.
('------_ ....... .c. ..
. I
Man and nature join forces in Hemingway exhibit
Studio two in the Heming-. way Center exposes the
eclectic work of three artists in
an exhibit entitled Directions in
Contemporary SCIIlptllre. The dis-
play offers much for the eye to
feed on: the organic and metal
mix of Francis Fox, Douglas
Kaigler's surreal steel structures
and the minimalism of Dave
Darraugh.
Inside Studio Two, a large
metal object hangs suspended
from a rafter. In it, a diffused
blue light glares from a bowl
formed in the shape of a steel
satellite. The sculpture is
Kaigler's "Blue Beacon." Cura-
tor Richard. Young calls
Kaigler's work ."found art
assembled."
From old pIping, steel
bolts and railroad metal arises
an unsettling work. In "My toy,"
one gains the belief that if one
could lift the six foot structure
Darraugh's two pieces-
one a seamless stone bird-
house, the other a swatch of
thick black rubber pulled over
a rectangular box-appear
minuscule in contrast to me art
of Fox and Kaigler. Darraugh
and Young worked together to
create the right atmosphere for
the diminutive work. Dar-
raugh, who worked as a cura-
tor, experimented with a
variety of lights and spaces
before finalizing a design.
Young says, "Wim Dar-
raugh it is important to have
space. The length between
•~ '.~L-""'- J)
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Twin Falls, Idaho details difficult
life of conjoined twins '. .
. "
aGe writer
No movie has ever beenmade about Twin Falls,
Idaho, and the movie Tuin Falls,
Idaho changes nothing. Still, it
offers a topic never treated
before in a movie: the Twin
Falls alluded to in the title are
Francis and Blake Falls, con-
joined twins.
Identic~, but not con-
joined, Mark and Michael Pol-
ish play Francis and Blake. In
the movie, they share one,
upper body, two arms and three
legs, making them a truly
unique sight. The story unfolds
when they come to the city in
search of their mother, who
abandoned them after giving
birth to them. In town, they
rent a room in a cheap motel,
where they have something
special in mind for their birth-
I
day: they order a hooker. Penny
(former model Michele Hicks)
reacts the way most people do
when she first sees the twins,
she is shocked and tries to run.
Eventually, she overcomes her
initial repulsion to the con-
joined twins.Shecares for them
when one of the brothers gets
sick, and they become friends.
After a Halloween party, "the
only day of the year when peo-
pie treat them normal," as
Penny puts it, she takes them
home to her apartment. Slowly,
she develops a special affection
for:Blake,but naturally,this cre-
ates major problems. Blake and
Francis remain inseparable and
truly dependent on each other.
How they could share a
woman, or rather, how they
could not share a woman,
seems to present the biggest
question they face.
Unfortunately, the situa-
tion becomes. even more com-
plicated. Blake has the stronger
heart of the two, and it turns
out that Francis becomes too
weak to survive much longer.
Only a separation could save
Blake, but even that offers him
only a 15 percent chance of
making it. Even if Blake sur-
vives, it wouldn't help solve his
moral dilemma. He promised
Francis: "We checked in
together, and we gonna check
out together!" The greatest
challenge for the twins lies
ahead.
The movie refreshingly
escapes the typical love story.or
romance formula of a Holly-
wood movie. It focuses on the
problems of living with the
handicap of having two minds
in one body. Yet, the brothers
handle their situation with
admirable humor. Their
dependency goes to the extent
that Blake, in perfect health,
must lie in the-hospital bed
with Francis as his condition
worsens. These daily struggles
become realistic through the
brilliant acting performances .
of the twins,who also directed .
the movie and wrote the
screenplay.The excellent cine-
matography successfully cre-
ates a fitting, gloomy
atmosphere.
The symbolism in the
movie works effectively,some-
times. The chopsticks Penny
thoughtlessly breaks apart at
about the time of the surgery
serves as a reminder of what is
going on in the operating
room. The symbolism comes
on a little heavy when Penny's
friend explains to her that a
two-dollar bill becomes no
good once torn in two. Also, it
seems that the screenwriters
didn't trust their conjoined
twins to carry the plot on their
three shoulders: While Penny's
character definitely fills a part
of the storyline, she almost
takes the emphasis away from
the real protagonists. Thus, the
viewer gets little information
on the twins' past as entertain-
ers, on their hardships growing
up or on the real challenges
they faced throughout their
lives.
Overall, the story seems
well-told, convincing and mov-
ing. The movie plays in only 32
theaters nationwide, and it is
safe to assume that it shows in
Boise only because of its title.
No one should miss the rare
opportunity to watch some-
thing unique other than the
usual Hollywood glamour.
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At Capital Educators Federal Credit Union, checking (draft) accounts are free!
@
@
e
e
NO monthly service charge 24 hours a day, 7 days a week (transfer funds,
NO per item fees verify balances, cleared checks, and much,
NO minimum balance requirement .much more)
NO surcharge Automated Teller Machines @ Direct Deposit of payroll checks, etc.
(ATM's) at all 3 office locations (24 hours, e VISA Check (debit) Cards (Check Guarantee,
7 days per week cash availability) ATM, & Debit all in one card - OAC) (VISA
ADDITIONAL ADVANTAGES: Credit Cards also available OAC)
e Dividends are calculated daily @ Insured by the National Credit Union
@ FREE access to your account through Administration (NCUA),an Agency of the
Capital Line (Audio Response Unit), Federal Government; for up to $100,000.00
Give us a call or stop by anyone of our three office locations for more infonnatiori. Our telephone
numbers are 377-4600 or, out of the Boise calling area, 1-800-223-7283. We want to be your
full-service financial institution.
.ClCapital .
'". Educators
........ FEDERAL CREDIT 'UNION-~'~ -- .
"
-
MAIN OFFICE
PARK CENTER
MeMn.LAN
74S0 Thunderbolt Dr. (by FranldlD & Cole), Boble
!OO E.Jliabland (Hi~hlalid & Parr<ante?) Boise
Ut9S MeMillan Rd. (by Ceatennial BJghSehool),Boue_.- - - - - - - -
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Moody Blues bring Strange Times to Idaho Center
Justin Endow
aGe writer
Regarded as one of themost innovative and
successful acts in rock history,
the Moody Blues stepped out of
the shadows and back into the
limelight with the release of the
I-l-rrack album Strallge Times.
The Moodies, accompanied by
the Boise Philharmonic
Orchestra, return to the Idaho
Center this Friday, Oct. 29 in
support of this record, their
first studio album in eight years.
This former rhythm and
blues grouP. from Birnlingham,
I .ngland, has strung together a
career of 35 years, beginning
with the groundbreaking debut,
Pt!)'s qf Futm» Passed, a critically-
acclaimed classic which features
the smash single "Nights In
White Satin," This inau,l,'1.Iral
effon set a number of prece-
dents: it marked the first time a
rock band teamed with a svm-
.phony orchestra on studio
tracks, and it ranks among the
tirst to usc the concept-album
format and record ill stereo,
The ,'doody Blues
released six subscquenr studio
works tI1rough the '70's, albums
that included the radio hits
"The Story In Your Eyes,"
"Isn't Life Strange" and "I'm
jusr a Singer (1n a Rock and Roll
Band)." All this time they con-
tinued to redefine what pop
rock meant and built an increas-
ingly large fan base.
Now, after over three
decades of making music, the
>~;" ..r,~ '., ~~\' .. A't;'\\:t;,';;:
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Vote November 2nd!
For more information, please call: 333-0000, or email: trounson@micron.net
Paid Gordon Ircunscn for Boise City Council - Janel! Strosnider, Treasurer
(0Qgiec._s~.,
& Brldal
Moodies hnve produced their
own record for the first time,
Through two generations, the
-'foody Blues established a rep-
utation fur touching the souls
of their. i'ans and dealing with
all aspects of human emotion
in their song writing, With
Jtr(//{~f' TiIIII'J, they reach
through tracks they believe
delve not only into who they
are as musicians, but also as
people.
"With this album, we
were able to rediscover, and get
closer to our own musical
souls," said vocalist/guitarist
Justin Hayward through the
band's publicist. "By writing,
recording and producing it our-
selves, there was nothing stand-
ing in the way.We could just usc
Justin Hayward wails hls heart out dur-
ing a recent Califon - a performance.
our own judgment and stand
or fall by that, so it becomes a
real reflection of who and
what we are,"
Perfect for
New Years
or other
Holidays!
rfJring us a picture of !Jour dream
dress, and we'l! create it witl:
---1/Ol.lr specifications and !Jour
choice of fabrics.
208·322·8919
4299 Chinden Blvd.
Garden City, Idaho'
$1.99 Burger & Fries at the Sports Zone.
Present your current
Tickets for the Moody
Blues can be purchased at all
Sclect-A-Seat outlets or by call-
ing 426-1766 .
Student I. D.
& receive a
hamburger & fries
for only $1.99. plus tax ....
Only at the Sports Zone
located on the Grove in Downtown Boise
...
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sound
Russ Crawforth
AGE Writer
to venus and back
Tori Amos
rating: 9.8 of 10
Tori Amos exudes a clas-
sic mix of the sounds and songs
from her previous four CDs in
the recent double CD set
release, to l'eIlIlS and /Jade. She
spikes CD number one with
surreal, dreamy melodies but
also industrial, heavy tunes. On
CD number two, Amos shares
live, in-concert high points from
her 1998 "Plugged" world tour.
Amos could not choose a
better opening track to initiate
our impending Tori Amos roller
coaster ride. In "Bliss," she
wails, "Father, I killed my mon-
key/1 let it out/ to taste the
sweet of spring." Her voice cre-
ates the heart and life breath of
every song, with Amos sincerely
packing emotion into every Iyri-
cal statement. To complete the
metaphor, the music itself takes
on a life of its own supported
by her incredible voice. Amos is
a member of the minority
group of artists with the ability
to infuse a part of themselves
into their music.
The CD balances a rotat-
ing roster of slow and high-
paced ballads with mechanical
and heavy percussion marked
tracks. I call this a "lea~e it in
and let it play through" CD.
Every song adds something
unique, and· no listener will
want to skip a one.
Just when listeners feel
content and satisfied, CD num-
ber one 'Winds down, and CD
number two begins. With live
recordings of some of her
greatest songs and stretches of
her dialogue with audiences,
Amos uncharacteristically treats
her fans to the personal side of
Tori Amos. She performs "Lit-
tie Earthquakes," one of her
oldest songs, with more' feeling
than seems humanly possible.
She rocks this world, both liter-
ally and figuratively, with her
trademark pounding of the
piano keys and her heart-stop-
L a6e--l
ping vocals. Amos fans will love
this CD, which comes as close
to a perfect CD as possible.
LBDA's
"Right Back" Da
Bomb
Rating: 9 of 10
"Right Back" provides ele-
ments of so many different
modes and genres of music.
The Long Beach Dub Allstars
cranked out this sweet-sound-
ing and eclectic, ska-laced
album. Every song establishes
itself in its own musical cate-
gory, but all the CD's tracks
seem to adhere to and embrace
a common theme, However,
('------.....,-
each individual listener must
determine the theme for
him/herself
The reggae/rock/hip-
hop/dub influences surface in
areas of every song. Track
number six, "Kick Down,"
represents the best work in the
album. With guest artist dangr
headlining a trio of three dif-
ferent singers, this ear-against-
the-speaker tune features a
jazzy, groovy saxophone.
Dangr raps out in full,
funkadelic force, "give me
dis/give me dat/as if you think
I'm green/lyin' and a
kickin' /just to smoke up all my
weed." Awesome. The written
word fails to do these lyrics jus-
tice. One must listen to them to
get the full effect.
The Long Beach Dub
Allstars have a history. They
sprouted from the remains of
the mega-group Sublime.
Drummer Bud. Gough and
bassist Eric Wilson regrouped
to form LBDA after front man
Bradley Nowell died from an
accidental drug overdose in
1996. They managed to put
together a successful piece of
work from older and newer tal-
ents.
The songs presented on
"Right Back" keep tile listener
coming back for more.
Vist our web site at
armyrotc.boisestate.edu
ONE COURSE THAT COULDCBANGE
THE COURSE OF YOUR LIFE.
Look forward to the future with acter and management skills. All
confidence. Enroll in Army ROTC, the credentials employers look
an elective that's different from any for. ROTCis open to freshmen and
other college course. Army ROTC sophomores without obligation
offers hands-on training. Training and requires about five hours
that give. 1'Ouexperience and ~. per week. Itwill put your life
help. build confidence.char- ~ on a whole new course.
ARMYROTt
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE
For more information call
Ross Parker at 426·4175
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This Week's
Episode: Mock the
Vote
Well, a big happy hi and
hello to you all this dandy
\\cdnesday. Unless you're run-
ning for ASBSU Senate. Then
it's "Rub Your Teeth With
Vaseline, Shake Hands, Pretend
You're The Weird Kid in the
Front Row's Friend and above
all SMILE, damrnir,' Wednes-
day.
For those of you not yet
iniriated rinto the wonderful
tasteful world of The Arbil",
we'd like to e~tend this warm
welcome and introduction.
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I'm Ira, Lcaker of the
House, Pedophile of State,
Head of the Commontilth and
poisonous puppy handler.
I'm Dale.
In a world where politi-
cians are honest good folk we
don't know what to write, sim-
ply because it doesn't exist, but
your ASBSU senator race docs!
Vicious lies, fake promises,
empty campaign slogans will
soon be plastered on those
fancy blue triangles around
your beautiful campus. So to
prepare for smart decision
, making, we compiled the list of
probable candidates for this
year's race. So, uninformed
voter, as you read this prepare
to be informed ...
Candidate # 1- Clearus
McDermott. Clearus hails from
Parma Idaho where in high
school, he was known as
"Bucktooth" by his friends and
"Cleatus the Ugly Fetus" by his
enemies. Cleatus believes he is
qualified to serve as an ASBSU
Senator at
I a r g e
because
of his
extensive responsibilities at
home which include, and we
quote, "feedin' fish, changin'
rna, chasin' chickens, milkin'
the goat and medica tin' pa."
Cleatus' campaign 'promises
are myriad. However we'd like
to point out that all of his
duties end with "in'." Now, we
find this disrurbing. You make
the choice.
Candidate # 2 - Brit-
tney Oglethorp. Brittney, a
native of Jackson Hole Wyo.,
aspires to, and we quote, "Like,
get married and have lots of
kids and stuff, you know-And I
want my kids to like me, so I
think if I was a senator, that
would like help them respect
me more and stuff, you know"
Brittney's number one
campaign concern involves
banning smoking in public on
campus because, "Like smo,k-
ing is grody and it makes your
clothes smell and your teeth
like turn all orange or some-
thing, yukky. Plus, like I don't
want to have to like breathe it,
'cause, you know, like I could
like -die or something, you
know" We interviewed Brit-
tney and found her ugly and
"stuf£" We think she was heav-
ily medicated because her eyes
kept' closing and she'd shake,
smack her forehead and yell,
"\X/hat! \X'ho?" But hey, it is
your choice.
Candidate # 3 - javier
Bucco jerrnainian O'Toole.
Javier was conceived in
Jamaica, the first half of his
body was born in Mexico and
the rest in Fruitland Idaho. "I
In a world where
poJidcians are
honest good folk
we don't know
what to write,
simply because it
doesn't exist, but
your ASBSUSena-
tor race doesl
once too, was black," claims the
voucher-for-diversity ally. His
big campaign promise is equal-
ity in all, ahd in all equality.
''When I 'Was still a practicing
Jew, ?efore my conversion to
Baptism," says Javier, "I knew
what it was like to be a Negro
and gay, and that brief stint as a
Nazarene Indian really helped
me understand the problems of
not only Mexicans and lesbians,
but also, now I can relate to
female professionals who are
Mormons, and who do not get
as much money, say as the
Eskimos or the Inuit people
they work with." Now, being in
touch with minorities is one
-'..4
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By Dille Slllck Ilnd Ira Amyx
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thing, but being schizophrenic
seems quite another. Seems to
us Javier is trying to be all
minorities. Don't stand for this.
But, of course it is your choice.
C~~WPRJ):
·:<~F100perclt. ~Thebit of
1l1ucowttdton the lip a~ a
.' SicJdy',dliJgh," W;. m:, "Please '
\\ripe ;th~Lfl()operch off
rn:~~~~ ~eet1l1yparerits."
WISDOM NUGGET:
. "Be~r is proof<tkt
God loveS US and wimtsus to
'be happy." ,
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Candidate # 4 - Chet
Woolworth - "BSU Football
rules!" Most likely CheE will
Well~we hope
this darifies the
candidates run-
ning. Just save
yourself some
time and make
the riJitt choice-
or we'll kill a
puppy.
sweep this year's vote with this
simple campaign slogan. When
we called to Interview Chet he
declined to answer our ques-
tions because, "BSU Football
rules!"
Candidate #' 5 - Byl
Wallace - "I like puppies," Byl
says, "I love America, and 1
love you, the voter. I just want
to do my best to represent you
in ASBSU Senate." Do NOT,
we repeat, DO NOT trust this
man. He looks maniacal and
smells of soup. Also, we
strongly suspect ap6ssible
drug addiction. Byl is fiom
Ontario. A political' science
major, he works as an intern in
Governor Dirk Kempthorne's
office, and we also suspect he
steals office supplies. He had a
dried Cheerio on his lapel.
Well, we hope this clari-
fies the candidates running.
just save yourself some time
and make the right choice--or
we'll kill a puppy.
Until next week, we wish
you a great week. Get out there
, and register to vote.
c"-----c.
The Arbiter welcomes letters to the
Editor from Boise State University
students that are signed with a full
name. They can be sent to
The Arbiter
1910University Drive
Boise,ID83725
fax: 426-3198
email: arbiter@email.boisestate.edu ,~
't
~
~
The Arbiter reserves the right to edit ~
submissions which will be published ~
as space allows. ~
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Reflections on things
made out of wood
Damon Hunzeker
Columnist
I don't mean to compare
the life of a tree to the lives of
human beings. However, in
many ways, trees. are more
respectable. They never, for
instance, run for president, steal
from each other, or say, "Right
on." Nonetheless, my salient
concerns revolvearoLmd the
practice of cutting down city
trees. Clear-cutting in the forest
is fine, because we have a vested
interest in planting new trees.
They are, after all, a renewable
resource. Further, the occu-
pants of the forest are just
groups of trees. They all look
alike. But the tree in front of my
apartment was an individual, a
dignified citizen of the City of
Trees. It provided a striking
counterpoint to the stupid,
bumper sticker-laden, bass-
thumping, oil-dripping, alarm-
screaching Toyota usually
parked adjacent to the grand
elm.
'A magnificent tree stands
toweringly in front of
my apartment. I've always been
enthralled by its resilient age
;111d resplendent branches that
strive to pierce the tropo-
sphere-a proud old man
rl>fusing to be confined to the
old folk's home. Never mind.
Now it's dead. A note on mv
door from last night informed
me: "We will be doing some
tree maintenance tomorrow.
Please use another parking
area," As I write these words,
several otherwise unemployable
oafs with cigarettes dangling
from their mute lips are
butchering the tree. The
branches have been cut off and
tossed on. the ground for fur-
ther chainsaw-re1ated "mainte-
nance." That's an interesting
corruption of the word. I sup-
pose Pol Pot was just conduct-
ing some Cambodian
maintenance, and those kids at
Columbine High School were
simply doing a. little janitorial .
work.
The perpetrators, the cor-
rupters of my view, are employ-
ees of the. eloquently named
Done Rite Tree Company. I
can't hear them from behind the
cacophonous squeal of .tree-
slaughtering equipment, but I
think I can speculate upon the
dialogue judging from their
body language and presumptive
quotients of intelligence:
"This here tree, it done of
wrong, but wcs gonna do it up
right."
"What exactly did it do,.
boss? I mean, its leaves are still
green and lively."
"Shurtupl Don't you be
questioning your Done Rite
mission, boy!"
"Yeah, right. !'J] show you
a mission done right. Ha hal"
"Are you dissin' me, ya lit-
tle queer?"
"Whatever. Hey, should I
cut that squirrel's head off?"
"Right on,"
"Give me a smoke first,"
"They're menthol,"
"Right on, that's cool."
Now they're taking a pic-
ture of the tree. guts strewn
around the parking lot They
look like hunters who have just
captured a furry beast with huge
antlers, as if the tree kill
required deft predatory skills.
(-----_---J
It's not as if they chased it down
over rolling hills, and finally, one
of them was able to get a clean
.trunk shot. Instead, they pulled
up in their truck, looked at it,
retrieved their chainsaws, and
proceeded to mince it into little
pieces. The tree just stood there
with its hands up, unarmed,
scemingto say, "L'm, excuse
me-what son of crime have I
committed? Ouch! Pardon me
that's my bark. Ouch! Jesus!" ,
(Incidentally, I lust
noticed an interesting phcnom
en, .n uf.. the I:nglish language.
How is it that the word "bark"
can simulraneouslv refer to tree
skin as \\TIl ;IS the sound doi.(s
make when they scrcam-) ,
:\nyway, \\'l' harvest
woodland flora, and replace it,
in order to produce some of the
finest, must cultured artifacts of
civilization: guitars.pianos, shel-
ter, oak desks, books. The only
exceptions to the latter benefit
The tree in front
of my apartment
was an individ-
ual, a dignified
citizen of the City
of Trees. It pro-
vided a striking
counterpoint to
the stupid,
bumper sticker-
laden, bass-
thumping,
oil-dripping,
alarm-screaching
Toyota usually
parked' adjacent
to the grand elm.
of civilized wood production
occur when: 1) Deepak Chopra
gets a book published, and 2)
when people cut down trees in
order to have something to
write pamphlets on that telI us
not to cut down trees. Regard-
_.
less, such fountains of human
folly spout infrequently enough
to justify the reward of creating
the conduit from which violin
tones flow
But we cut down trees in
the city for no good reason. I
suspect it has something to do
with safety. People don't want
trees to become dilapidated and '
then fall on .their Tovotas
Maybe there's another r~ason'
though. !'J] ask the l~utchers:
Hang on ..,
OK, I asked two of them.
The first j.,'lIY greeted my ques-
tion with a vacant, brainless
stare and finallv said, "You're
gonna have to get out of the
way, please, \Ve gotta cut some
more." The second gUY,though
far less friendly and less remi-
nisccnt of Lenny from Of Micf
and Mt'II, was a bit more exeget-
ical on the matter, "It was too
old, would've been a safety haz-
ard. Plus, its our job. Your land-
lord is paying us good mone}:
Now back up. You can watch
from over there." Ah, the Na7j
defense: ',\X'e're just conducting
Jew maintenance, because it's
our job."
Although the tree exter- .
mination was general seating, I
opted to watch from my win-
dow amid the comfort of my
former trees-desk, pencil,
paper. Oh, and for some rea-
son, a wooden spoon. I need to
remember to put that back in
the kitchen.
The tree should have
been allowed to fall naturally.
Do we really need to surgically
remove every potential hint of
excitement from our over-regu-
lated lives? We never get torna-
does or hurricanes in Idaho. I
think that's sad and boring. The
least we can do is let a few trees
collapse in the middle of the
city. I mean, if you can't laugh at
your neighbor's car. getting
crushed by a tree, what can you
laugh at?
~- ..
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Lesleigh Owen
Columnist
I hereby declare tomorrowNational Fat Day. We're not
talking about a cute little holi-
day invented by Hallmark to
make another fast buck, a day
only recognized b}' bank and
governmental employees.
Think bigger. Think sleeve-
rolling, hand-rubbing, sparks-
flying, universe-altering big.
Think -of me, by the powers
,vested in me by The Great
Goddess, National Eating Dis-
order and Prevention \Veek,
sugar, spice and everything
nice, suddenly making the
world a gee-golly-nice, fat-
friendly place to h~g your hat.
Tomorrow when' the
alarm clock (some things like
alarm docks exist even in alter-
nate realities) yanks me out of
Antonio Banderas' dream arms,
I'll stumble to a closet that
c"-------c.
Queen-Size for a Day
brims with garments
galore. Nothing in.my closet: 1.
costs a penny more' for ilie
privilege of hiding my more
ample nudity; 2. includes any
"skinny" clothes for that
inevitably-successful weight
loss campaign; 3. fashions itself
with vertical stripes, babydoll
patterns or the color black. In
this reality only those who lift
heavy items wear girdles, stilet-
tos appear solely in, mystery
novels and push-up bras mate-
rialize only in the minds of fif-
teen year-old boys.
When I climb comfort-
ably on/into my car/bike/bus,
the seat or aisle allows my rear
full support and swing. I ride
comfortably, humming along
with the dj-less radio, to a
workplace where we all per-
form equal work for equal pay
and receive accolades and
handsome bonuses for every
job well done. (Of course, if
this stretches the realm of
believability, I can always relin-
quish the dj-less radio.)
At lunch and dinner, if I
choose to cram my maw with
something deep-fried and
cheesy, no one feels pressured
to drop . the words "jenny
Craig" into the conversation. I
chow until comfortable without
once experiencing the slightest
twin!?e of guilt and feeling zero
pressure to follow, up with an
after-dinner finger.
After supper, I meet up
with my partner, from whose
mouth the words "pretty face"
and "chubby" have never
leaked. We watch a movie in
which all women over 5'9" and
under 140 pounds end up on a
black leather couch agonizing
over their nourishment-aver-
sion. In order to represent the
real women populating these
fifty nifty United States, one-
third of the movie's female
characters burst on screen clad
in nothing under size fourteen.
Of the cinematic men, we hap-
. pily note no Arnold-ian bulges
above or below the waist.
After the movie, we scoot
into a coffee shop and discuss
'the meaning of life, the state of
the world and the bank-busting
price of Mocchacinos. Thank
God and Hasbro for the newest
Barbie, I gush, complete with a
long-overdue dose of megare-
ality, The new one, I explain,
called ''Ye:lh, Right! Barbie,"
enjoys short blonde hair with
black roots, a doubled waist size
and a halved leg length. Her
eternally-wide and virginal blue
eyes, complete with maseara-
caked corners, stare out from
behind coke-bottle specs. Most
realistically, I exclaim, her legs
sport hair that grows at a 000-
stop rate and requires at least
One weekly shaving!
From Barbie and her
misspent youth we end up
debating the fate of all those,
poor, unemployed ex-super-
models. My partner enthusias-
tically embraces the popular
suggestion of locking them all
in a room with an endlesssup-
ply of banana splits, Mountain
Dew' and deep fried zucchini
(minus the zucchini). I find it
an unconscionably cruel sug-.
gestion; in the spirit of kind-
ness, I suggest, why not allow
them the option of diet soda,
too? (What can I say? I'm a big
softie.)
Leaving my latte-
breathed partner, I scurry back
to the domestic comforts of
kitty, roomie and boob tube.
As our minds wrap themselves
in TV's patchwork' of races,
sexuality and sizes, my room-
mate and I discuss the sudden
injection of reality into such
shows as ''Ally McBeal,"
"Friends" and "Party of Five."
Touching, we agree, how Ally,
Rachel, Monica and Kirsten
finally realized that their
attempts to plug their romantic
potholes actually symbolized a
need to satisfy their nutritional
ones. Those therapy episodes
just reeked of Emmy material,
we conclude.
After consuming an
hour of television.I jump on-
line and ferret out information
on eating disorders facts for
my research paper/general
information/F-Spot article. At
the National Eating Disorders
and Prevention site I download
reams of information and curl
my nubile brain around their
year 2000 motto: ''Don't Weigh
Your'Sclf-Esteem ...It's What's
Inside That Counts." After
pondering the motto, I decide
there just ain't enough room for
the two of us in this reality. In
F~t World, who would under-
stand such a separation
between inside and out? After
all, don't our self-esteems and
personalities influence our
appearances, and likewise, don't
our bodies' perceptions shape
our experiences? In this world,
what's inside counts as much as
what's outside, since you can't
have one without tile' other.
Seeing as I just happen to con-
trol the universe and all that, I
change' their motto to some-
thing catchy like: "Stop Your
Stomach From Putting the
'Grr' in 'Hunger', Baby."
Exhausted after such vig-
orous mental aerobics, I crawl
into bed and fall back into
Antonio's waiting arms. After
my queen of the universe stint,-
I sleep like a baby with the uni-
verse for her playground.
Don't forget to mark
your calendars. Tomorrow
when your bloodshot eyes pop ,
open, you'll find yourself
entrenched in a world where
"One Size Fits All" really does,
the arms on chairs automati-
cally adjust to fit the current
occupant and Nikki Taylor can-
cels her modeling gigs in favor
of JUtting up all the local Dairy
Queens.
Maybe we'll awaken the
following day with National Fat
Day's radical concepts of
acceptance and righteous indig-
nation springing from our
heads like black roots on a
,bleached blonde. That is, if the
shrieking' of the alarm clock
doesn't jar them from our
sleepy gourds. Some things just
never change.'
. til.~)r--- )
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'Halloween news
Costumes deemed
too goulish for state
officials'
New Hampshire state
officials have ordered employ-
ees to leave their fangs and
capesat home this Halloween.
A memo tells st:lff they must
project a professional appear-
ance. Some workers are'
protesting. Union stewatr Tim
Decker says he'll hand out
leaflets, dressed as Napoleon.
Brunswick stew cre-
ates quite the stir
Cooks from Brunswick
Georgia and Brunswick Coutny
Virgina are stewing over a
recent debate over which com-
munity originated Brunswick
stew. The two groups partie-
pated in a cookoff over the
weekend. Legend has it that the
first stew combined squirrels,
onions and stale bread. The
winning cooks left the furry
friends out this time but threw
in a number of hens.
going to be a hip-
pie because , haven't
shaved for a couple of
i"'-.
April Nino
Junior
"I'm going to be a 1920's
flapp~r." :,-~;';?;...•;:; ",:.: ..:.:<;;< .; ;.
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Random Hearts
American Beauty
Double Jeopardy
FighlClub'"
Drive Me Crazy'"
Mystery, Alaska
Three Kings
Crazy in Alabama .
Adventures 'ofElmo in Grouchland
Bats
The Sixth Sense
The Story of Us
. Bringing Outthe Dead
Blue Streak'"
Superstar
"'No GATS
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. f\rl.es:(Mar.21-Apr.19)
The creepy time of year- Wekno~ you'~ busy thisweek. ,
which .hatm~ us is drawing. JuSt give' thekids quartersand
near evil bubbles fortll from call it good.
lowest depths and heretic dea- Taurus: (Apr. 20~.May
mons walk in step you won't be 20) You might want to rec~n-
able to escape rest assured this sider your costume idea. Other-
is your fate we'll hide.with our .wise you'll be arr~stedfor sure.
loved ones and hold them . Gemitli: (May21~June
dearthe rhetoric terrifying, will 21) It's aJways a good tradition
fill 'uswith fear our brains atro- to mix Halloween candy, Jolt
phied, we'll be driven nuts ColaandN(}~Dozeforawicked
they'll capture and .torture' us' buzzl Yeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeehh-
for months; There will be no ~
absoluiion,nofinai~cape.o~! '.,caricer. .'.'e2z~July~)
;bodieli\b~~a1ia'Y()~1M;;ps'~i:;in~~;i~.'·· ".is9n
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than Barbara'Strcisand.e1ec. drink insfead.:Jtk:dleholiday
lions will beheld in the year spirits that rn.aJreapiu"tyfun,
2ooo.! >Leo: (July 23-Aug. 22)
/Sagittarius:(Nov. 22- Justbecause theydich1't acceptDes:' 21) Sometimes the best your check at the costume shop
advice is the kind you give . doesn't mean you can go as a
}'oiirsel£ . shavedgrlzzly bear, .
Capricorn: (Dec. 22-Jan. Virgo: (Aug.23-Sept. 22)
19) Forget giving kids candy Wear a mask for Halloween.
this year. Go wiili. fUll-fla~red .Better yet, wear amask all year
smoked hamsins~d;" ..' .". '.. . loni .. .. '" .'
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IF YOU THOUGHT·· COLLEGE
WAS EXPENSIVE, TRY lJUTTING
YOURSELF THROUGH RETIREMENT.
Think about supporting yourself. for thirty years or longer in
retirement. It might be the greatest
financial test you'll ever face.
Fortunately, you have two valuable
assets in your favor: time and tax. .
deferral.
SRAs and mAs .make it easy.
SRAs.,.-tax-deferred annuities from
TIAA-CREF-and our range of IRAs
offer smart, easy ways to help create
the retirement income that your pen-
sion and Social Security benefits may
not provide. They're backed by the
same low expenses, exceptional invest-
ment management, and outstanding .
personal service that have made TIAA-
CREF the retirement plan of choice
among America's education and
research communities.
So call now to find out how easy it
is to invest when you have time and
TIAA-CREF on your side.
The key is to start saving now.
Delaying your decision can have a big
impact on the amount of your retire-
ment income.'
What's the simplest and most
powerful way to get started? Save in
pretax dollars and make the most' of
tax deferral.
To findout more- giveus
a callor visitour website
Ensuring .the future
for those·Who shape it...
1800842-2776
www.tiaa-cre£org
1'JAA.cRI!Jl1ndlvtul1lld~s.- Inc.-....CREF ....... 1IId_ .. dlOTIMRooII!.-Aa-l.F ... -. ........ .....-..-...
dlqIollld_coIIl iool42-2733._ 55ll9.rwdlO............ R.d_,..".,-.,.._ ...__ .
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Help Wanted
•• •• • ••M.,!'-~••
The Arbiter
Ad rep needed. For info
call Brad at 345-8204.
WANTED
29 people to earn $$$ and
lose 30 pounds in 30 days. 1-
877-485-5400
HELP WANTED
6 fun sales
possitions open at .
Boise Town Square Mall
ss -$20/hr
Must have outgoing,
fun personality.
Sales Experience a plus
Comfort Zone
327~0028
EARN UP TO $1000
·This Semester"
By Posting Your
Lecture Notes Online
Register on-line now:
f(j) www.Study24-7.com'7 _
(888) 728-7247
FREE CLASS NOTES!
STUDY24-7.com
Boise's Best
Part-time
Job for Students !
United Parcel Service
Employment.
-~
$8.50Ihr ~pS
Full Benefits .
No Weekends
Weekly Paychecks
4 Shifts to Choose From
Information:
On-Campus Call.:
426·1745
Onth~Web:
WWW.upsJobs.com
UPS is an Equal Opportunity,
Affinnalive Actlon Employer.
For jobs listed below
go to the Student Employ-
ment Office.
NON-WORK STUDY;
Job Title; Crew worker or
supervisor: Repair/ clean/ pol-
ish damaged furniture & archi-
tectural millwork Start date:
ASAP Job Number: 3048
Wage; $7.00-12.00 commensu-
rate with experience
Hours/Week: P/T negotiable
between noon-Wpm M-I':
occasional Sat. Primary Duties:
Work with a crew going to
commercial sites to repair,
clean, polish damaged furniture
& architectuial millwork; or,
same + supervise crew Mini-
mum Qualifications; Any
related experience preferred;
will train
Job Title: Sales Represen-
tative Start date: ASAP Job
Number: 3010 Wage: Commis-
sion based Hours/Week: PIT,
F/T, flexible hours Primary
Duties: Contact and meet with
potential clients. Give informa-
tion regarding rates, disrribu-
. etc. Minimumnon,
Qualifications: Need to be
bilingual in English and Span-
ish, have strong people skills,
professional image. Sales expe-
rience is helpful but will train.
REPRESENT NATIONAL
ORGANIZATIONS
including:
Smithsonian Institution
National Geographic Society
National Audubon Society
Design your own schedule
weekend and evening hours.
. (208) 376-4480
interViews by appointment
WORK STUDY;
Job Title:
Reporter/Newscaster Start
date: /\SAP Job Number; 2817
\Xlage: $G.OO Hours/Week:. .
Exact schedule will \'ary during
the week. (Occasional evening
and/ or weekend assignments
also) Especially T /TJi hrs. Pri-
mary Duties: Cover news sto-
ries at the Idaho Statehouse;
conduct interviews; write news
stories; produce/deliver news-
casts; other duties as assigned.
Minimum Qualifications: GPA
2.67+; familiarity w/ local
regional news issues; experience
w/ broadcast production equip-
ment and I~C:s preferred; good
command of the English lan-
guage.
Job Title: Tutor Start
date: ASAP Job Number: 2460
Wage: $6.00/Hr Hours/Week:
Flexible during regular school
hours Monday through Friday
Primary Duties: Hdping grade
school children learn to read
Minimum Qualifications: This
work-study position now avail-
able to any student. You do not
need to be enrolled in TEACH-
ED-271. Training is available.
Services
GOT SOMETHIN'
TOSAY?I?
Make yourself heard with
a classified ad! The ArlJiter offers
FREE classified ad space for
BSU students! Up to 25 words,
at no cost, for any BSU students
who want to place a non-busi-
ness classified ad. Want to place
an ad to make a little extra
money? No problem, The
Arbiter also offers very reason-
able prices for business. classi~
fied and display ads. So give us a
call at 345~8204
(~---~cr--_.
Attract more than just
flies! Expose yourself!
The BSU Film Chlb is
seeking student organizations
to make promo clips for. For
info; dead-eight@yahoo.com.
Free CD of cool indie
music when you register at .
mybytes.com, the ultimate
website for your college needs.
For Sale
Cordless Phone. \Vhite.
J() channel with 10 number
memory. Excellent condition.
SI5.389-9798
1991 Nissan Stanza XE.
Great snow car. Great condi-
tion. l03k miles. A/C, C/C, 5-
speed manual. $3900 DBo.
396-2170
ROOMMATES
NEEDED
2 guys looking for laid
back people to shack up with.
Our house is cool as hell. If
you are interested call Jim @
345-8204.
Recreation
kJnI
Women's Rugby. Tues .
and Thurs. @ 6:30 p.m. West
Jr. High. No experience
required, We need you ladies!
Contact Annesa 338-5629 or
Dawn 384-9341.
Start your own Frater-
nity! Zeta Beta Tau for men to
start a new chapter. If you are
interested in academic success,
a chance to network, and an
opportunity to make friends in
a non-pledging brotherhood, e-
mail: zbt@zbtnational.org or
call John Stemen at 317-334-
1898.
Pregnant?
and need help... .
FREE
Pregnancy test
BIRTHRIGHT
1101N.28th Boise, Idaho 83702
All::~~~~~<i~I•.
1-800-550-4900
[
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FREE DELIVERYAND CARRY OUT
We Accept •
Visa & MasterCard . Now open unti l
~r~~rON.LlNE . 2:30 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
www.papajohns.com!. late ni h · '*lor your. ate DIg t cravIngs. 1--.-.-----.-+.-.--- ...-----1
I I Family Specl~l", I
I lOne Large.: . .;' I367- 9200 *Broadway store only! : : & OM .. s :
BSU, North 'Boise South Franklin North Boise, Eagle I I I
• & The Connector & Garden City I I I
& South East BOise 2404 S. Orchard Rd. 6940 West State St. I ana .: I
1323 Broadway Ave. 342·5050 853~7100 L ..L .J
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blng~rl~ .
~how @ ~ixth-&. Main on 100~. 6th ~trflflt
Fridav October 29th
lsr round bartender finals 1:00pm
No Cover Until8pm fStart of Lingerie show.)
."Flair" round starts. immediatelY after
lingerie shown -.
Note: Cover Charsewlll be charsed
for the Ilnserle show
Preliminary Round
Wed. October 27th.S:OOpm
Ladies Night
No Cover Men & Ladies
$1.00 wine & wens forfadies
Purchase CUP 25¢ Drafts all night
AU Ages Welcome 18 &: UP
•• ·VIP FRIDAV· ••
WILL CONTINUE WITH
RAFFLE FOR VIP
PASS@ IIPm
